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FWM interviews Dr Reiner Füllmich (centre). Screenshot from Rumble

Reiner Füllmich: The pandemic is a global coup d’etat
The famous lawyer Dr Reiner Füllmich speaks exclusively to Free West Media on the topic of the pandemic and the draconian measures
that many countries have adopted, and how he and others will be challenging this in court.

Published: October 13, 2021, 8:19 am

Füllmich is a consumer protection trial lawyer invited to talk about his work as one of four members of the German Corona

Investigative Committee. Since July 10, 2020, he has been listening to large numbers of international scientists’ and experts’

testimonies, to find answers to questions about the pandemic, being asked by people worldwide.

The irregularities that are committed in the name of public health during this pandemic has called for a firm response, he

told FWM. He specializes in representing ordinary people against big companies, and he made headlines when he won cases

against giants like Volkswagen and Deutsche Bank.

When examining the lockdowns, restrictions, Covid-vaccines, the PCR tests and other measures, he found that they were not

supported by scientific inquiry. He described how advisors on Covid measures who are presented as “experts” in the media,

are actually frauds that for example were given professorships at private universities, without having accomplished any

scientific work.

In this in-depth interview, Füllmich also talked about the considerable part of the workforce in the US that have refused the

jab because of fear of serious side effects. The fatalities resulting from the experimental shots are massively underreported.

His conclusion is that there are other reasons for the measures than those we are told to follow, and calls the hidden hand

“Mr. Global” using the pandemic to further their own agenda. It was planned years in advance and serves only to make the

already wealthy and powerful even more assertive.
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Bob Dole • 3 days ago

• Reply •

This was all a plandemic. Never ending phony testing and manipulated death counts. This was all a
SHAM.

 12△ ▽

YogicCowboy  • 8 hours ago

• Reply •

> Bob Dole

Sham and Scam: a two-fer:

There are nine new Pharma billionaires.

△ ▽

Rentia Diedericks • 6 days ago

• Reply •

Great interview! The graphene oxide issue is being examined

t

 7△ ▽
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Bob  • 5 days ago

• Reply •

> Rentia Diedericks

Ask Manchester uni

△ ▽

Jay • 3 days ago

• Reply •

People don't see this because they don't WANT TO. It's too damn scary. Ever since DT came down that
escalator in 2015 they knew what they had to do, but failed to do it...he WON! It then became Stop his
second term!
 3△ ▽

Tim Webb  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Jay

DT being a member of the Chabad Lubevitch death cult, as are his daughter and son in law,
operates according to their idea that good acts must always be balanced by bad acts; in this case
of course, the rolling out of the Warp Speed death injection. Anybody who therefore wishes that
he regain access to power is ignoring his own statement, ie "You knew I was a snake before you
took me in." He cannot tell you more clearly who he is, and if you ignore that, then you only have
yourself to blame.
 1△  ▽ 1

David S • 3 days ago

• Reply •

Plannedemic or plandemic, but most certainly not pandemic. This was planned for quite some time to
achieve just these goals....and more (sadly).
 3△  ▽ 1

Tim Webb • 2 days ago

• Reply •

So according to RF, it all boils down to the spiritual. I agree. But if by "the spiritual" we mean what is
written in the Bible, then the Bible is very clear that events such as we are witnessing will have to come;
there will have to be a complete takeover of the world by evil, against which the righteous will appear to
be powerless, and in fact they will be put to death for opposing it. The only ones who actually will resist
this takeover will be Christians who boldly preach the word of God; and from Reiner's own statements,
he will not be in that company, because he thinks religion is all about the manipulation of earthly power.
 1△ ▽

YogicCowboy • 8 hours ago

• Reply •

Some of us knew on 15 March 2020 [The Ides of March] - the day the impending lock-downs were
announced - that this was going to be never-ending global tyranny. We were mocked.

The cookie-cutter conservatives - including pundits - said, We don't know what we're dealing with, so
taking precautions is reasonable. With so-called friends like that, who needs enemies?

△ ▽

Steve Roberts • a day ago

• Reply •

Get rid of Trump .....take over the world, it's the seasonal flu.

△ ▽

Kemo Sabe • 2 days ago

• Reply •

Global Coup have been in the works for Centuries.. The Wuhan Special (IMO, deliberately released)
have brought the NWO/OWG Coup Cabal, now known as the Great Reset-ters the closest to their goal
as they have ever been.

Will the Fat Lady Sing?, she is tuning up her voice. Or. will those not yet indoctrinated throw rotten
tomatoes at her before she can start her song?.. Time will tell.

△ ▽

Tim Webb • 2 days ago

I'm very fond of RF; he seems like a wonderful man.
However, some caution should be exercised in regards to his statement that he "has been admitted to
the bar on both sides of the Atlantic ocean."
So what is "The Bar"?
It is an acronym that stands for "British Accreditation Registry", and so we have the curious situation that
jurisdictions in both Germany and the US require their legal professionals to swear an oath to "The Bar"
before they are granted access to their somewhat lucrative profession.
The word "Registry" in fact derives from the Latin noun for "a king", and "Regis" means "Of the king",
which again, is a curious anomaly that a nation which is supposed to have gained freedom from that
individual still seems to swear an oath to him.
This corruption of the legal profession is in fact the way in which the "Crown" maintains its complete
control over its former colony, which effectively simply changed to a franchise operated by the king, after
the supposed "Revolutionary War," a war whose peace treaty involved the signatories from both sides
being equally members of this same legal profession, Ben Franklin and Alexander Hamilton being cases
i i t
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Hungarian opposition backs conservative Catholic figure to dethrone Orban
Budapest In the spring of 2022, the Hungarian opposition believe they will have the opportunity to defeat Viktor Orban, who has been in power since 2010.

Record cold and snow expected in Northern Hemisphere
Meteorologists are warning of an extremely cold and snowy winter. The amount of snow in the northern hemisphere is already hundreds of gigatons larger
than normal for the season and the South Pole has measured the coldest winter ever since measurements began there. This is astonishing climate news that
the system media has chosen to completely ignore.

EUROPE

in point.
So given that the so-called "coronavirus" suggests that its name was used as a cover for this worldwide
power grab which was launched by this very Crown, then it is an interesting question as to who exactly
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Islamist terror attack in Norway – five dead and two injured
Kongsberg A Muslim convert, Espen Andersen Bråthen, 37, is now suspected of having killed five people and injured two more with a crossbow as a
weapon in Kongsberg, Norway. Questions are now being raised about the actions of the Norwegian police during the incident, the most important of them all:
Could Espen, who was confronted by the police before the murders were committed, have been stopped?

Who is to blame for the EU’s current gas crisis?
Moscow The EU itself is to blame for the gas crisis which is in full swing in Europe, due to "myopia" and because the bloc "ignored the role that natural gas
should play as a transitional fuel for decarbonization" according to a UK daily.
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New evidence showing harmfulness of Corona vaccinations presented to International
Criminal Court
The Hague An independent Dutch Parliamentary Commission of Inquiry set up in 2020, has new evidence it presented to the International Criminal Court in
The Hague about the harmfulness of the Corona vaccinations.

The effect of the vaccine is fading – more and more fully vaccinated people are dying from
Covid-19
Stockholm A Swedish daily reported that more and more fully vaccinated people die from Covid-19 as more and more people vaccinated over time get such
low antibody levels that the protection decreases.
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German Greens trip over their ‘gender as a speech act’ law
Reutlingen David Allison applied as a member of the German Green party for a “women's seat” to make the absurdity of his party's trans politics clear.
Allison, a research assistant, wanted to initiate a debate about gender as a "speech act" with his move. However, no debate was allowed on this issue and he
was fired instead.

Polish Constitutional Court declares EU law incompatible
Warsaw The dispute between Warsaw and Brussels over Poland's judicial reform is escalating. The Polish Constitutional Court ruled that elements of EU
law violate the country's constitution. This could allow Poland to disregard the judgments of the ECJ.
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Breaking: Sweden, Denmark, Finland ban Moderna citing risk of myocarditis
Stockholm Citing serious cardiac problems, including myocarditis and pericarditis, the Swedish Public Health Agency announced on Wednesday that it was
recommending use of the Moderna vaccine be discontinued in young people born after 1991.  Denmark as well as Finland issued a similar ban for people
aged 12-17 in the same week.

France introduces bill to mandate Covid-19 vaccinations for all from January 1, 2022
Paris France has already introduced harsh vaccine mandates for first responders. Since President Emmanuel Macron announced measures on July 12 that
require proof of vaccination to enter cafés, restaurants, and hospitals, several large demonstrations against them have followed. The forewarning by these
protesters of a coming medical tyranny has been accurate.
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